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Dixie Part Numbers:  A-9551         A-80540         S-80280         S-80348 
 
Applications:  2010 Cadillac SRX 

 
 
 
Condition: The operator of the vehicle may complain of one or more of the following 

conditions: 
- The engine fails to start. 
- The fuel gauge operates erratically. 
- The malfunction indicator lamp is on. 
- There is water on the driver’s front floor area. 

 
 
Cause: A potential cause for the above condition is water leaking into the vehicle 

and or terminals at connector X350, which is located on the floor, just in 
front of the driver’s seat. This may cause the terminals to become 
corroded. 

 
 
Correction:  Follow the manufacturer’s recommended procedures for inspecting and 

repairing the corroded harness, if applicable and determine the source of 
the water. If the source of the water is the fuel tank to harness pass 
through connector a newly designed kit is available manufacturer’s part 
number 19178098. If the terminals are damaged they should be replaced 
with manufacturer’s numbers 12047581 and 12034047. 
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